
Global financial markets kicked off a quieter week yesterday with slightly weaker
trade in general, and a fairly muted macro schedule. We do however note that
February Eurozone Investor Confidence figures came in stronger than expected on
Monday. We also saw the Reserve Bank of Australia increase its rates by 25bp to
3.35% overnight, as expected.
Fed Chair Jerome Powell is due to give a speech today in Washington DC (at 5pm
Irish time) - investors will watch closely to see if the central banker pushes back
against the market's positive reaction to last Wednesday's Fed.  We will also see a
few Fed speakers come out on Wednesday, as well as US President Biden
delivering his State of the Union address in the early hours of tomorrow morning.
Moving on to Thursday - the Bank of England's quarterly 'Monetary Policy Report
Hearings' will take place during the morning, and will also be followed on the same
day by updated economic forecasts from the European Commission. UK GDP is
due out on Friday morning, and is forecast at 0.0% q/q. The region's economy is
expected to have narrowly avoided a technical recession, after an artificial bounce
in activity in early-October, following the Queen's funeral. Friday will also see the
release of Canadian jobs data and US Consumer Sentiment figures.
From an earnings point of view things will start to slow down steadily from this
week onwards, after last week's busy set of results which included 4 of the US' 6-
largest tech names. There are still however 95 companies in the S&P 500 reporting
this week. Later today we are due to hear from Hertz, KKR, Chipotle, and some
other smaller firms. Wednesday will include releases from the likes of Disney,
Toyota, CVS Health Corp, Uber, CME Group, Smurfit Kappa, and Under Armour,
while on Thursday we will hear from PepsiCo, PayPal, AbbVie, AstraZeneca, Philip
Morris, TotalEnergies, Unilever, RELX, and EasyJet. Finally on Friday, numbers will be
due from British American Tobacco, Enbridge, and Honda. 
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07/02/2023 - Fed's Powell speaks
09/02/2023 - BOE Meeting Minutes
09/02/2023 - EU Economic Forecasts
10/02/2023 - UK GDP

Market Moves

Equities: European equities have opened in a fairly quiet fashion on
Tuesday morning, with US futures trading marginally higher as
market participants continue to digest last week's strong jobs data
and any potential impact it may have on the Fed outlook. The
EuroStoxx50 is just 0.2% stronger at the time of writing, with S&P 500
futures trading similarly. 
The S&P lost 0.6% on Monday, as a Fed official stated that the US
jobs report from Friday could lead to a higher peak in interest rates.
Most Asian equities declined overnight amid heightened US-China
tensions deflated sentiment. 
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Currencies: The Japanese yen has slipped lower against the dollar
over recent days, after news emerged over BOJ Governor Kuroda's
replacement being potentially found in Masayoshi Amamiya. USD/JPY
is at 131.75 on Tuesday, EUR/JPY at 141.25.
Elsewhere, the US dollar has seen a noteworthy rise over the past
few trading sessions - bouncing from what was a very oversold point
and benefitting from expectations of higher US rates.

Commodities: The G7 and EU states have agreed to set a $100 price cap
on Russian diesel to third countries. This new mechanism is tied to an EU
ban on seaborne imports of Russian refined fuel that will kick in this week.
WTI Crude has bounced by 2% this morning after losing ground over the
past couple of weeks, and is now trading at $75.50. 
Precious metals fell towards the end of last week, on the prospect of
tighter monetary policy and as the dollar rallied. Gold fell to $1,861 before
moving slightly higher on Tuesday, while silver dropped below $22.50.

Fixed income: US Treasuries sank along with risk assets on Monday, as
traders continued to weigh up the possibility of further Fed hiking. Fed
Funds futures are currently priced for a 25bp move in March, with most
now expecting a further move in May and split opinions on whether we will
see one final 25bp rate increase in June.
The rate-sensitive US 2yr yield jumped to a 1-month high of 4.49%
yesterday, now at 4.41%. Eurozone and UK yields are also edging higher so
far this week, with Germany's benchmark 10yr up to 2.29% and the UK
equivalent at 3.25%.

BNP Paribas
Europe's second-largest bank (with a market cap of $82.9b) BNP Paribas has this
morning issued a lower than expected net profit for Q4, albeit also raising its 2025
targets and announcing a €5b share buyback scheme for this year. The bank also
still saw record annual profits for 2022, which has helped boost its share price by
1.4% on Tuesday to €61.60.
Net income for the Oct-Dec period came in at €2.15b, down 6.7% y/y and below
analysts' expectations for €2.37b. This decrease stemmed notably from a 52%
jump from a year earlier in the cost of risk (cash set aside for failing loans). 
The bank is now estimating that it will see average annual growth in net income of
over 9% between 2022 and 2025, up from its prior forecast of around 7%.


